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MSC To Confer 310 Degrees June 4
Commencement
Speaker

Senator Walter F. Mondale

Minnesota's U. S. Senator Walter
F. Mondale will be the speaker for
Moorhead State College spring com
mencement exercises scheduled Fri
day, June 4 at 2 p.m. (CST) in Alex
Nemzek fieldhouse.
Senator Mondale will speak on the
topic, "American Education," before
an audience that will include about
300 students who are candidates for
Bachelor's Degrees and ten for the
degree of Master .of Science in Edu
cation.
A baccalaureate service also is sche
duled for June 4. This will be held
at 10 a.m. (CST) in Weld Hall audi
torium with Brother J. Gregory, pres
ident of St. Mary's College, Winona,
giving the address.
A native of Ceylon, Minnesota,
Senator Mondale attended Macalester
College and received his B.A. Degree
with honors from the University of
Minnesota in 1951. Following two
years of service with the U. S. Army
during the Korean Conflict, he en-

Scholarship Winners
Cited At Honors Convo
Moorhead State College paid tri were also awarded at the Honors
bute to 215 students at the annual Convocation. They went to the fol
Honors Convocation held May 20 at lowing:
Weld Hall.
Virginia
Fitzmaurice Grantham
The speaker for the convocation, Memorial Scholarship — Karla John
Dr. Mario Pei, professor of Romance son, Mrs. Alma Knapp.
Languages at Columbia University,
Jean R. Stephenson Scholarship —
addressed the gathering on "The Jane Parker, Detroit Lakes.
World's Chief Languages."
Fargo-Moorhead Zonta Club Scho
A renowned author and lecturer, larship — Ruth Poels, Moorhead.
Dr. Pei is a member of Phi Beta
Moorhead Music Club Scholar
Kappa, the Modern Language As ship — Carol Andstrom, Fergus Falls.
sociation, the Linguistic Circle of
Nels Vogel, Inc. Scholarship—Paul
New York and several other associa Peterson, Redwood Falls; Karen Antions. He has been described as one dree, Graceville.
of the greatest linguists of the world
J. M. Wylie Piano Co. Scholar
and has a knowledge of many of the ship — John Glaser, Bismarck, N. D.
world's 2,796 languages.
Sigma Alpha Iota-Gamma XI Chap
The honor students were presented ter Scholarship — Lucille Johnson,
by Dr. Robert Hanson, Registrar, and Pelican Rapids.
President John J. Neumaier conferred
the certificates.
(Continued on page 3)
Scholarships for the coming year

Scholarships

tered the University of Minnesota
Law School, graduating in 1956. He
became active in politics in college
and in 1948 managed Hubert Hum
phrey's successful senatorial campaign
in Minnesota's Second Congressional
District. From 1956-60 he was in
private practice in Minneapolis and
served two years as Assistant Minne
sota Attorney General, succeeding to
the position of Attorney General in
May, 1960.
During his four years as Minnesota
Attorney General, Mondale earned a
national reputation for his accomp
lishments in protecting the public
from consumer and charity frauds
and price fixing violations. He played
an important role in the U. S. Sup
reme Court's Gideon decision which
requires courts to appoint attorneys
for indignent defendants in felony
cases.
Senator Mondale has served on the
executive board of the National As
sociation of Attorneys General and
as chairman of the Midwest Regional
Association of Attorneys General. He
was a member of the credentials com
mittee for the 1964 National Demo
cratic Convention and served as chair
man of a special subcommittee which
handled the problem of racial dis
crimination in the selection of dele
gates.
He was appointed U. S. Senator in
December, 1964 to complete the un
expired term of Hubert H. Humphrey,
and he is a member of the Senate
Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences and the Committee on Bank
ing and Currency.
Brother Gregory has served as pre
sident of St. Mary's College since
1963, and prior to that time was
director of novitiate at La Salle In
stitute, Glencoe, Missouri and the

Parents' Day

Baccalaureate
Speaker

Brother J. Gregory
Heiraas, Delphia P. Johnson, Arlene
M. Pedersen, and Sharon Z. Walker,
all of Moorhead; Sharon I. Jacobson
of Dent, Nancy E. Kohler of Fargo,
Gary B. Newton of Crystal, Carolyn
W. Peters of McLeod, N.D.; and
Faye G. Stadsvold of Fergus Falls.
Bachelor of Arts honors graduates
include Elizabeth A. Hanson of Fer
gus Falls and Nona A. Kipp of Deer
Creek, both Summa Cum Laude;
Douglas L. Medin of Moorhead, Clif
ford A. Poll of Dent, and Alan G.
Rothstein of Moose Jaw, Sask., Can
ada, all Magna Cum Laude: and Da
vid N. Devick of Breckenridge and
Gary W. Rayppy of Moorhead, both
Cum Laude.
The complete graduation list ap
pears on page 4.

Allocation Totals $1,477,000

Five Building Projects
Receive State Approval

The Minnesota State Legislature on
its closing day of the current session
approved building and equipment
projects of approximately $1,477,000
for Moorhead State College.
The appropriation is part of a $54.8
million state building appropriation
passed to cover state needs for 1965Last Friday, May 21, proved to Neumaier spoke to the parents in a 67.
be a busy day for well over 200 special convocation. He told them of
MSC's grant includes $700,000 in
parents of Moorhead State College the history of the college from its state funds to help construct and
students; on that day those parents beginnings as a normal school to the equip a $1,044,000 classroom build
visited the college for the first annual present institution. He also discussed ing for the departments of mathema
Parents' Day and took part in a day the changes the school has seen and tics, philosophy, psychology, geologylong program which was designed to the problems it still faces as it con geography, and business.
help acquaint them with the college tinues to grow.
A State Building Commission cut
and its faculty and student organi
A noon luncheon at which the of $344,000 from the original $1,044,zations.
000 request was restored by the Sen
After registration and a coffee hour
ate. However, under the Higher Edu
in Weld Auditorium, MSC President
(Continued on page 2)
cation Facilities Act, the building is
eligible for assistance equal to onethird of the cost of the mathematics
and geology-geography departments,
which will comprise about 40% of
the building. This may mean that
MSC is eligible for an additional
$130,000 from federal funds.
To provide necessary additional
state funds for those projects that are
not awarded higher education funds,
the bill provides for a $4 million con
tingency fund. From this fund, money
may be disbursed by the State Com
missioner of Administration after con
ferring with the Legislative Building
Commission.
From the three sources above, MSC
hopes to accumulate enough funds to
construct the building, which will
probably be attached to MacLean
Hall, although the location is yet
indefinite.
Other items in the MSC allocation
are $150,000 to erect and equip a
Student Senate President Dave Carlson points out the construction site much-needed campus maintenance
of the new MSC Fine Arts Center to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. building, $100,000 to help complete
Mauritz Carlson of Parkers Prairie, Minn. The Carlsons were among 250 i the originally-planned equipment purguests of the college last Friday for the first annual Parents' Day.
| chases for the new Fine Arts Center,

Large Number Attend
College Parents' Day

Christian Brothers Novitiate at Win
ona. He has served both as an in
structor and director of scholasticate
at St. Mary's College, and he studied
in Rome in 1952-53. He earned his
B.A. Degree at St. Mary's in 1939,
and his Master's Degree at Loyola
University, Chicago in 1942.
The Reverend Henry J. Campbell,
minister of First Congregational
Church in Moorhead, will give the
invocation and benediction for the
commencement program, and diplo
mas and degrees will be conferred
by President John J. Neumaier and
Norman Nelson of Moorhead, presi
dent of the Minnesota State College
Board.
A reception for graduates, parents,
faculty members and guests will be
held in the east gymnasium of the
fieldhouse following the graduation
program. The public is invited to
attend the commencement exercises,
and no tickets are required for ad
mission. This is the first of two gradu
ation programs held annually at Moor
head State College. A second com
mencement will be held August 20
following the summer sessions.
Ten students are candidates for
the degree of Master of Science in
Education, 199 for Bachelor of Sci
ence, 93 for Bachelor of Arts and
eight for Associate in Arts.
Students who will receive degrees
with honors in Bachelor of Science
include the following: Summa Cum
Laude: Judi J. Herk of Moorhead,
and John O. Whalen of Alexandria.
Magna Cum Laude: Harold E. Ben
nett, Janis B. Hoff and Daniel H.
Holm, all of Moorhead; Diane M.
Disse and Sharon Tong Moser, both
of Detroit Lakes; and Maureen Wasley of Pelican Rapids. Cum Laude:
Daphne T. DuCharme, Robert G.

$120,000 for a boiler and piping in
the campus heating plant and $33,000
for the purchase of a used computer,
to be used primarily for educational
purposes, from UND.
In addition, MSC is included with
two other state colleges and the state
capitol area to share in a lump alloca
tion of $1,520,000 for land acquisition
and site preparation for construction
purposes. Though no breakdown as
to how much MSC will obtain has
yet been received, it is hoped that
these funds can be used for the pur
chase of three houses on the north
east corner of 9th Ave. and 11th St.

and of property on 16th Ave. between
6th and 9th Aves. for dormitory and
maintenance purposes.
The bill also included a $3 million
item for the state's 25% share of the
cost of dormitory and food service
buildings for all state college cam
puses and the authorization of the
sale of revenue bonds to provide the
remaining 75% of the cost.
The college requested that a sum
be appropriated for library books,
and early reports indicate that it has
received a special appropriation of
$30,000 for the the biennium for that
purpose.

To Spend Summer At Frankfurt University

President Neumaier
To Lecture In Germany
Dr. John J. Neumaier, president of
Moorhead State College, has accept
ed an invitation from the Dean of the
Frankfurt, Germany to be a visiting
Wolfgang Goethe University in
Frankfort, Germany to be a visiting
professor there for six weeks this
summer.
Accompanied by his daughter,
Diane, a junior at Moorhead Sta^e
College, and his son, Roger, a sopho
more in the Campus School, President
Neumaier will arrive in Germany
June 9 and remain there until August
1. Preliminary approval for a vaca
tion leave has been granted by the
Minnesota State College Board.
At the Frankfurt University he will
lecture on American Higher Educa
tion in the pedagogical institute, in

addition to giving general university
lectures on analytic philosophy. Pres
ident Neumaier earned his Ph.D. De
gree in philosophy at the University
of Minnesota, and has served recently
as the president of the Minnesota As
sociation of Colleges and Universities.
During his visit to Germany, he
hopes to learn more about contempor
ary trends in German higher educa
tion and to explore the possibilities
of student and faculty exchanges.
He was born in Frankfurt, and the
visit this summer will be the first
time he has returned to his hometown
since 1939. His mother was a first
contralto with the Frankfurt Opera,
and his father was a businessman in
Frankfurt.
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EDITORIALS
"THIRTY'
For another year, in the Mistic office—it's all over but
the shouting.
It's a strange but good feeling to look back over the
past year's work. On one hand, its been a year of lost sleep,
cut classes, long days, long nights, cut classes, late copy, no
copy, cut classes, small staff, criticism, pressure and deadlines.
On the other hand, there's a workable-likable staff, a small
fortune gained in journalistic experience and a sense of accomp
lishment.
The Mistic aimed this year at providing complete campus
coverage — a goal we feel we achieved, although hampered by
somewhat less than ideal conditions, mainly a small staff and
poor equipment.
Editorially, we aimed at events concerning the students,
with an intended pledge to avoid editorials dealing with "apathy,"
and "talking about ourselves." The first intention failed early
(no "apathy" editorials next year!) with the latter pledge standing
until today.
Thanks is due to the students, administration and faculty
members, who, having noted the importance of the student news
paper to the campus, have offered their cooperation in making
our task easier and more complete.
Our thanks also go to our advisor, Mr. Roger Hamilton
and to Herb Daul and the crew at Richtman's. We feel fortunate
in having a newspaperman with a working knowledge of the
media for our advisor and in having an efficient, capable printer
producing the Mistic each week.
Final thanks must go to the faithful few who have remain
ed on the staff throughout the year. Its been a struggle but we'll
be back. Have a great summer — See you next fall.

Curb For Apathy?

Senate "IDEA" Series
Apathy is usually a term passed
about only around election time but
quite obviously it exists all year. Both
students and faculty apathy makes
it difficult if not impossible for
efficient student government to func
tion in any college. Your Senate in
the past quarter's operation has left
in its wake unfinished projects that
will carry over into the fall quarter.
And it has already completed action
which establishes it as an effective
student government organization.
Again the Student Senate can only
function effectively in an atmosphere
of interested working parties. But the
necessary enthusiasm must be carried
beyond the Senate Chambers and
opinions must be returned to it in
order to seek out the duties and
obligations which the Senate is to
reflect.
Presented to you in the past few
weeks in the "Idea Series" (the
objectives of MSC, the raising of the
activity fund, the proposed cheating
civil rights) are the ideas which affect
civil rights are the ideas which affect
you directly and the weight of which

Three Summer Concerts
In Fine Arts Series
MSC's Fine Arts Series has sche
duled three well-known international
artists for the 1965 summer sessions.
The program, which is the only sum
mer fine arts series in the area, has
been designed to present a wide var
iety of artists, thus making a real
contribution to the cultural life of the
school.
The schedule is planned as follows:
Monday, June 21—Lord's Interna
tional Puppets
Monday, August 2—Helen Boatwright, soprano
Monday, August 9 or 16—Evelyn
Crochet, pianist
Mr. Lord, a young man who has
been a performer in a variety of
fields, both musical and theatrical,
will present a concert program of
puppeteering, one of the oldest forms
of theatrical art. He has appeared in
many European capitals and with
symphony orchestras all over the
country. He presents, in effect, a oneman show, although his puppets are
highly individualized and personal
ized. The puppets perform everything
from can-cans to Mozart. Mr. Gerald
Ippolito, director of the Fine Arts
Series, referred to the program as "a
kind of refined 'Hollywood Palace.'
The performance has a distinct adult
appeal; it is "not for children, unless
they happen to be very bright," ac
cording to Mr. Ippolito.

"Challenge" Lectures
Planned For Summer
The 1965 summer sessions at MSC
mark the sixth year of the "Challenge
of Ideas," a series of weekly lectures
given on each of the first four Thurs
day evenings of each summer session.
The purpose of the series is to offer
speakers, each dealing with his area
of specialization, who will present
ideas that are stimulating and even
controversial. Each lecture will be
followed by a question period.

This summer's eight-lecture sche
dule is not yet complete, as negotia
tions are still underway for speakers
will be felt in the quarters to come. outside the community. The following
Safety can be found in numbers have been definitely engaged to parti
and many MSC students can feel cipate in the series:
secure in their apathy. Every college
Dr. Stephen Wasby, who will open
has a percentage of students which
don't give a hang about their educa
tion or college institution; they have
merely the existence of the mark as
their goal. We call upon the students
not merely to vegetate on the college
they attend, but to assert a positive
role in the atmosphere at Moorhead
State College.
The 1965 Graduates of Moorhead
Pride in the college can come only
upon the participation in the whole State College will be guests of the
offferings of a college. You should MSC Alumni Association at a coffee
feel it your duty as paid members of hour in their honor, prior to gradua
MSC to let your feelings be known tion rehearsal on June 2. The recep
in whatever way they will affect the tion will be held in the lobby of
campus. Apathy was not reflected in Alex Nemzek Hall.
the attendance last Friday for MSC's
Representatives of the Alumni As
Parents' Day. If your parents have
sociation will be present at the re
the interest, cannot you who are
directly involved in the College have hearsal and coffee hour in order that
all graduates are made aware of the
that same interest.
values of membership in the Alumni
The Student Senate appointed
Association.
"Idea" committee would like to ex
The Alumni Association has vastly
press its gratitude to the MISTIC for
publishing the series, and to those expanded its activities this year. The
people who responded to the articles. Association gave two scholarship's
this year, one freshman and one
upperclass scholarship. Funds from
the organization were used to sponsor
an alumni-coaches hospitality suite at
the state basketball tournament and
are helping to defray the cost of the
MSC campus could benefit by annual scholarship Recognition Banmore open forums such as this, and
by greater student and faculty sup
A SPECIAL
port.
Every Day
Diane Bergeson

1965 Dragon and Convivio Editors,
Bruce Gilbertson and John Whalen,
have announced that their respective
publications will arrive before the t
school term culminates.
v
Although definite dates cannot be
set at the present time, tentative dates v~'
for distribution are as follows:
Dragon: Thurs., Fri., June 3 and 4
Student Publications Office (M208)
Convivio: Wednesday, June 2
English Office (M 2nd floor)
Watch for signs at these locations
telling of advanced distribution dates
in case of late arrival of the publica
tions.
MSC's Circle K club will be selling
plastic yearbook covers during the
distribution of the DRAGON for 25
cents each.

Speech Therapy Majors
Receive Fellowships
Lonnie Emerick, assistant professor
of speech pathology and audiology,
has announced that three seniors ma
joring in speech therapy have receiv
ed graduate fellowships.
Three Moorhead State College sen
iors, majoring in speech therapy, have
been awarded fellowships for gradu
ate study, according to a recent an
nouncement.
Diane Hanson of Lockhart, Minne
sota received a national grant to work
toward the master's degree at the
University of Oklahoma.
Bartholomew J. Sarzynski of De
troit, Michigan has been awarded a
fellowship at the University of Ari
zona. He will work toward his mas
ter's degree in speech pathology and
audiology.
Glenn Viker of Fosston, Minnesota,
was awarded a national grant to work
toward an advanced degree at the
University of New Mexico.
Two former Moorhead State Col
lege students, David Lutes of Fargo
(1963) and Russell Davis of Grandview, Michigan (1964) have also re
ceived fellowships for the next aca
demic year. Lutes will be working to
ward his master's degree at the Uni
versity of Denver and Davis will be
in graduate school in Vanderbilt Uni
versity.

the series on June 17, speaking on
the topic, "The Pure and the Prurient:
Censorship of Obscenity."
Dr. Byron Murray, who will dis
cuss C. P. Snow, the English novelist
and scientist.
Dr. Herbert Abraham, who will
talk on education for international
^jj
understanding.
Mrs. Barbara Glasrud of Concordia
College, who will discuss Oriental art.
Dr. Glaydon Robbins, who will
speak on the topic, "Teaching—An
Awakening Profession."
The lectures are to be held at
8 p.m. CST at Livingston Lord Libr
Four fulltime students at Moorhead
ary Auditorium. They are open to State College have combined their
students and the general public free interests in a business venture to
of charge.
offer students of MSC an outlet for
selling their used books.
Students Thomas Monroe, Al
Maier, Bill Schulz and Paul Jacobson
have formed the Dragon Book Ex
change which will operate from base
ment quarters across from the Main
Gates of the College.
Under the present policy of the
exchange, books will be handled on
quet for incoming freshmen.
a consignment basis with a flat rate
In addition to activities directly handling charge on each book sold.
related to the college the Alumni
also edit a quarterly report to keep
Alums abreast of happenings at the
college. This year for the first time,
(Continued from page 1)
an Alumni European tour was organ MSC stage band performed was held
ized and also an insurance program for parents and faculty in Kise Com
for seniors and alumni. Mr. Marmion, mons, and guided tours took place in
the Alumni Coordinator, stated in an the early afternoon. Members of the
interview "The Alumni Association is MSC Circle K conducted the tours. At
growing with the college. In order an afternoon coffee hour in Kise
to keep pace, we need the member Commons, representatives of Moor
ship of every graduate of the class head State student body and faculty
of 1965."
participated in a panel discussion to
talk over various aspects of college
life. Students Tim Warner, Donna
Dr. Charles S. Robinson
Larson, Bob Woodbury, Tony Jones
Optometrist
and Roger Bailey, and faculty mem
Contact lenses
bers Miss Delsie Holmquist and Dr.
Roland Dille formed the panel.
233-1743
Department chairman and faculty
315 Center Ave.
Moorhead
members met with parents in the
afternoon to allow them to become
familiar with the academic depart
ments. Student organizations and
residence halls also held open house
DENTIST
and encouraged parents to visit their
404V2 Center Ave.
displays.
Moorhead, Minn.
A variety show was held later in
the afternoon in the Campus School
233-1564
gymnasium. Included on the program
were performances by the college
Jim Shasky
Rube Beyer
concert choir and concert band and
DOKKEN'S BARBER SHOP numbers by other individuals.
According to Mr. Floyd Brown,
PHONE US FOR APPOINTMENT
Dial 233-3581
who was chairman of the event, all
8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
those concerned with this annual
Tuesday through Saturday
Parents' Day have nothing but praise
Free Parking in Back
for
the endeavor. Said Mr. Brown, R
913 Main Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
was a very successful venture.

MSC Students Open
Dragon Rook Exchange

Alumni To Host Coffee
Hour For ' 65Graduates

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
Wednesday evening about twenty
five college students and two faculty
members attended the open forum
discussion of Viet Nam which was
sponsored by the YDFL.
I went in order to learn something
about the situation and hear the dif
ferent views. I was very impressed
with the views expressed by the
people there. It was exciting to hear
a lively and even heated discussion
of such an important issue.
In my opinion the YDFL should
be commended for making possible
a public discussion of such a con
troversial subject, as Viet Nam, at
MSC.

Mr. Lord will also give a seminar
in puppeteering on the afternoon be
fore his performance.
Helen Boatwright, a major concert
singer, received professional training
at Oberlin College, which she attend
ed on a music scholarship. She has
appeared as a soloist in concerts un
der the direction of Paul Hindemith,
Arthur Mendel, Alfred Mann, and
others. Her records have been pur
chased for distribution in the United
States Information Service centers all
over the world. She is hailed as a
"leading interpreter" of contemporary
music as well as a "nearly perfect
singer of baroque music. She also
frequently ventures into the arena of
late 18th and 19th century oratoria,
opera, and standard concert reper
toire. During the 1965-66 season, she
will be soprano soloist in Mahler s
Fourth Symphony with the Detroit
Symphony.
Evelyn Crochet is a young pianist
making an international reputation in
the French repertory. Her perform
ance at MSC will probably be her
first appearance in concert in this
country, although she will make a
tour of the United States next year.
She has just released a piano record
ing of the works of Gabriel Faure,
which is expanding her international
renown.
The performances will be present
ed in Weld Hall Auditorium.

Dragon-Convivio
Distribution Dates

WOOD'S CAFE

To the Editor:
I would appreciate it if the person
who "borrowed" my Economics Text,
"Principles, Problems and Perspec
tives," by Dye, Moore and Holley;
and all the notes and papers I possess
in International Law, Economics, In
ternational Relations and Philosophy,
would please return them.
Tony Jones

915 Main — Moorhead

Dr. Eugene L. Oakley
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted

CONTACT LENSES
Evenings By Appointment
DIAL 233-1798
310 Main Ave., Moorhead

Parents' Day

Dr. Robert Nelson
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Faculty, Participants Selected
For NDEA English Institute
The faculty and participants have
been selected for the 1965 Summer
Institute in English at Moorhead
State College, according to Duane
Scribner, director.
Six persons will make up the staff
for the Institute, which is supported
at a cost of $70,000 by the U.S.
Office of Education under provisions
of the National Defense Education
Act as amended in 1965.
A total of 50 high school English
teachers, most of them from western
Minnesota and eastern North Dakota,
will spend eight weeks in study
supported by the U. S. Office of
Education under provisions of the
National Defense Education Act.
Participants were selected by a
screening committee including in
stitute faculty members Dr. Glasrud,
Dr. Hove, Dr. Miller; Joseph Costanzo of the Department of Foreign
Languages at MSC; and Alice Jon-

dahl of the Fargo Public Schools. All
of the participants have accepted an
invitation to study at the institute
from June 16 to August 10.
Duane Scribner, instructor in Eng
lish at Moorhead State College, is
director. Scribner has a Master of
Arts degree from the University of
Minnesota and is a candidate for the
Ph. D. degree at the same university.
Before joining the faculty of Moor
head State College in 1961, he taught
junior and senior high school English
in Minnesota public schools for seven
years. He has conducted a number of
workshops for English teachers in the
Moorhead State College area, and has
participated in workshops and confer
ences throughout Minnesota.
Hubert A. Anderson, instructor in
English at Hopkins Senior High
School, Hopkins, Minnesota, is as
sociate director of the Institute and
half-time instructor in the composi-

Two Faculty Members
To Receive Doctorates
Peter Dart, director of the AudioVisual Center at Moorhead State Col
lege, will receive his Ph.D. degree at
graduation exercises scheduled June 4
at the University of Iowa, Iowa City.
His dissertation, "Pudovkin's Film
Theory," is an evaluation of the pre
mises from which the Russian film
director, Vsevolod Pudovkin, worked
in writing about and making films.
The work, done in the Department of
Speech and Dramatic Art, involved
translation from Russian, including
material not previously translated.
Prior to coming to Moorhead State
College last fall, Dart worked four
years as a graduate assistant, teaching
film production and directing televi
sion productions at the University of
Iowa. He also served one year as a
professional script writer and actor
for a film company in Dallas, Texas,
two years as a photographer-cinemtographer in the Marine Corps and
three years as a professional broad
caster on radio and television. He
earned his B. A. in dramatic art and
his M. A. in play writing from Abi
lene Christian College.
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Harry S. Marmion, Director of Field
Services at Moorhaed State College,
will receive his Ph.D. degree from
the University of Connecticut at
graduation ceremonies scheduled June
7 at Storrs, Connecticut.
His dissertation was concerned with
insurance programs in school districts
in Connecticut. The study was spon
sored by the Connecticut Association
of Boards of Education, and parts of
it will be published as an insurance
guide for school boards in Connect
icut.
Marmion came to Moorhead State
College last fall from the Coast
Guard Academy, New London, Con
necticut, where he was associate pro
fessor and head of the economicsmanagement section. He received his
B.S.S. degree from Fairfield Univers
ity, his law degree, LL.B., and master
of laws degree, LL.M. from George
town University and his M.A. from
the University of Connecticut.

tion course. Anderson has a Master of
Arts degree from the University of
Minnesota and is a candidate for
the Ph. D. degree at the same
university.
Dr. Clarence Glasrud, professor of
English and chairman of the Depart
ment of English at Moorhead State
College, teaches the literature course
in the Institute. Dr. Glasrud received
his Ph. D. degree from Harvard
University and has been a member of
the Moorhead State College faculty
since 1947. He has taught English
at the high school, college and gradu
ate levels, and teaches a variety of
courses in the English department.
Dr. John Hove, professor of Eng
lish and chairman of the Department
of English at North Dakota State
University in Fargo, North Dakota,
teaches the language course in the
institute. Dr. Hove received his Ph.
D. degree from the University of
Minnesota and has been a member
of the North Dakota State University
faculty since 1959.
Dr. Joseph W. Miller, associate
professor of English at Moorhead
State College, teaches the course in
composition. Dr. Miller received his
Ph. D. degree from the University of
Minnesota and has been a member
of the faculty of Moorhead State
College since 1959. He has had both
teaching and administrative respon
sibilities at the college, and teaches
a variety of courses in the English
Department.
John W. Conner, instructor in Eng
lish methods and adolescent litera
ture at the University of Iowa, Iowa
City, and Instructor in English at
the University High School, teaches
the course in problems of teaching
English. He will also be in charge of
the practicum during the final week
of the Institute. Conner has a Master
of Arts degree from the University
of Iowa and is a candidate for the
Ph. D. degree at the same university.

Losses Loom Large,
Local Leader Laments
by Mike Grieve
Clint wants his stuff back.
Maybe you can help.
If you're an avid Mistic reader then you'd remember a feature
article about the cafeteria that appeared in this paper several weeks
ago.
You might even recall a paragraph in that article that told of
students "borrowing" 1200 knives from the food service over the course
of the school year.
(Incidentally, spoons, forks, cups, plates, trays and salt shakers
as well as the knives are missing.)
So now that we're all going home, Clint Stacy, food service
manager, believes that we'll no longer have use for these articles.
So he wants them back.
Stacy commented that students may return the utensils to him
personally and all he'll say is "thank you". There'll be no drastic action
whatever.
Or the more timid can just slip their pilferings into the cafeteria
and leave them lying anywhere.
Or if you're really scared, then mail them back.
But in any case there'll be no harsh words or violence.
So cough up kids. What would Mom do if she found a spoon
in your suitcase?

Scholarships

(Continued from page 1)

ship in Political Science — Darrel
Rodekuhr, Walker.

Resident Internship — Nona Kipp,
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Scholar
Deer Creek; University of Denver,
ship — Lenus Carlson, Cleveland,
Psychology.
N. D.
Graduate Fellowships — Peter LyScholarships for Upperclassmen —
Trygve Aarsheim, Taipei, Taiwan; saker, Detroit Lakes; Colorado State
Karen Christianson, Benson; Karen University, English. Michael Paulson,
Eischens, Canby; Daniel Gades, Vern- Nielsville; U.S. Public Health Serv
dale; Teresa Herrera, Mexicali, Mex ice Fellowship; University of Califor
ico; Dian Holthusen, Grygla; Boyd nia at Los Angeles, Psychology.
Koehler, Erskine; Dennis Lien, Lake
Park; Mary Mattson, Moorhead; Darrel Rodekuhr, Walker; Duane Skavdahl, Halstad; Michael Thompson,
Moorhead.

Teaching Assistantships — Eugene
Schulstad, Lake Park; Kansas State
University, Mathematics. John Whalen, Alexandria; University of Kansas,
History.

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Scholarship — Douglas
Medin, Moorhead; University of South
Dakota, Psychology.
Moorhead State College Alumni
Association Scholarship—James Bene
dict, Osakis.
Samuel Rothstein Award Scholar

Central Lions Club ScholarshipsRoger Melvold, Henning; Sylvia
Paine, Battle Lake; Dennis Lien,
Lake Park; Roger Zimmerman, Moor
head; Michael Paulson, Nielsville;
Judi Johnson Herk, Moorhead; Dale
Baker, Breckenridge; Mary Ellen
Mattson, Moorhead.
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Spring Candidates For Graduation
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION
Paula Bruss Bauck, Moorhead;
Thelma Irene Berge, Fergus Falls;
Ross Stephen Fortier, Moorhead; Jack
Gale Goodman, Fargo, N.D.; Barbara
Peters Heckman, Fargo, N.D.; Ruth
Schillerstrom Hoglund, Fargo, N.D.;
Frank John Leidenfrost, Little Falls;
Howard David Peet, Wolverton; Bernice Garden Sather, Moorhead; John
Ellsworth Thompson, Moorhead.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Cynthia Magnuson Adams, Moor
head; Elizabeth Mary Anders, Moor
head; Alice Melland Anderson, Lake
Park; James Charles Arndt, Moor
head; Florence Kerr Arth, Interna
tional Falls; Royce Edward Aubol,
Fargo, N.D.; David Allen Bakken,
Crookston; DuWayne Virgil Balken,
Moorhead; Darrell Walter Barth,
Moorhead; Robert Ellis Bean, Fargo,
N.D.; Walt Lew Beedy, Moorhead;
Harold Eugene Bennett, Moorhead;
Jewett Bently Benson, Moorhead;
James David Berg, Boch; James Mar
vin Berg, Gary; Thomas Arnold Bertek, Ogema; Tony Allen Bjork, Battle
Lake.
Gail Ann Boldingh, Breckenridge;
Karen Lee Brachlow, Robbinsdale;
John
Raymond
Brieschke, Park
Rapids; Allan Ansel Brown, Winnipeg,
Man., Canada; Corinne Grossman
Burley, Grand Rapids; Beth Kathleen
Byhaug, Dawson; Gary Lloyd Carl
son, Wolverton; Robert Charles Carl
son, Moorhead; Allan Joseph Cassidy,
Sebeka; Charles DeWayne Cheney,
Warren; Betty Judith Chetirko, Flush
ing, N.Y.; Lorren DeFloy Crawford,
Dilworth; Dale Edwin Curran, Bemidji; Jean Anne DaWald; Odessa.
Richard Emil Desens, Moorhead;
Diane Marie Disse, Detroit Lakes;
Dorothy Mae Donley, Alexandria;
Daphne Thompson DuCharme, Moor
head; Stephen Paul Duginski, Moor
head; Kenneth Dale Dyson, Washing
ton, Missouri.
Audrey Marie Fischer, Fargo, N.D.;
Clare Marie Fossum, Moorhead;
Ardell Ruth Froslee, Vining; Leahdore Ann Fuehrer, Moorhead; Ross
Wendell Gabriel, Moorhead; Gert
rude Marie Gagelin, Moorhead; Marjorie Gwyther Genedreau, Fargo,
N.D.; Joyce Jeanne Gilsdorf, Dumont;
Judith Glatt, Napoleon, N.D.; Gloria
Larson Goertel, Fargo, N.D.; Mary
Beth Gutwasser, Wheaton; Ethelyn
Nelson Hansen, Moorhead; Jerome
Joseph Hanson, Moorhead; Melva
Floraine Hanson, Wannaska; Theo
dore Arnold Hatlen, Detroit Lakes;
William Frederick Heille, Comstock;
Robert Gale Heiraas, Moorhead.
Jaren Walter Hendrickson, Eveleth;
Judi Johnson Herk, Moorhead; Mary
Ann Hermunslie, Abercrombie, N.D.;
Roger Allan Hickman, Warren; Janis
Backe Hoff, Moorhead; Daniel Henry
Holm, Moorhead; LaVoy Brown Horgeshimer, Embden, N.D.; Helen Gavvere Howard, Fargo, N.D.; John Eu
gene Hyre, San Antonio, Texas; Dar
rell Clayton Iverson, Fergus Falls;
Allan LeRoy Jacobson, Clitherall;
Barbara Sue Jacobson, Sauk Centre;
Elaine Margaret Jacobson, Clarissa.
Sharon lone Jacobson, Dent; Char
lotte Mae Johnson, Moorhead; Delphia Pearson Johnson, Moorhead; De
wey Allen Johnson, Breckenridge;
Gene Leland Johnson, Warren; Judith
Faye Johnson, Crookston; Julius Orvin Johnson, West Fargo, N.D.; Lynn
Terese Johnson, Ada; Myra Loy John-

VOUR
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son, Hendrum; Sharon Marlyce John
son, Lake Bronson; Virginia Helen
Johnson, Glyndon; Monte Dean Jones,
Audubon; Mary Ann Junge, Brecken
ridge; Karen Ann Karel, Brooks.
James Rudolph Keskitalo, Ottertail; Celestia Mae Kirkegaard, Gilmore City, Iowa; Carolyn Klinnert
Klitzke, New York Mills; Idola Oberg
Knutson, Fertile; Nancy Evonne Kohler, Fargo, N.D.; Doris Muir Koloen,
Fargo, N.D.; Susan Francyne Kopveiler, Wadena; Lois Elaine Korbel,
Mahnomen; Joseph James Kotnik,
Moorhead; Judith Ernst Krei, Moor
head; Charles Arthur Krumwiede,
Wheaton.
Bernard Leon Larson, Jr., Moor
head; Dale Wesley Larson, Pelican
Rapids; David Carl Larson, Minne
apolis; Wallace Alfred Larson, Pel
ican Rapids; Kathleen Judith Leary,
Moorhead; John Frederick Leppert,
Fargo, N.D.; Gary Hall Libra, Moor
head; Richard David Lien, Moorhead;
Calvin Frederick Lindman, Ortonville.
Lois Jean Lokstad, Newfolden;
Arnett Edwin Luhning, Ottertail;
Susan Annette Lundeen, Fargo, N.D.;
Dianne Stromberg Lundhagen, Moor
head; Janet Sharon Lyngaas, Doran;
Janice Karen Lyngaas, Doran; Peter
John Lysaker, Detroit Lakes; Ellis
Verdun Lysne, Rugby, N.D.; Robert
Leroy MacGregor, Randolph, Iowa;
Richard Glenn Madsen, Moorhead;
Linda Borgen Magnuson, George
town; Nancy Hanson Marsten, Mah
nomen; David Frederick Martini, Hur
ley, Wisconsin; Craig Meade McComb, Fargo, N.D.; Jon Robert Mc
Gregor, Moorhead; Roger James McHaney, Christine, N.D.
Robert Jerome McLaughlin, Wahpeton, N.D.; Michael Harvey Melbye, Hitterdal; Charles Wilbur Miller,
Russell; Paul Duane Molstre, Moor
head; Arthur John Moreau, Fargo,
N.D.; Katherine Jeannette Mosleth,
Long Prairie; Sharon Tong Moser, De
troit Lakes; Dana Katheryn Myhra,
Sabin; Ronald Edward Nealis, Hallock; Leon Dean Nelson, Morris; Maxine Miller Nelson, Detroit Lakes;
Theresa Kuznia Nelson, Argyle; Gary
Bruce Newton, Crystal.
Frances Louise Niess, Frazee; An
nette Marie Noreen, Hawley; Joan
Whitmarsh Nystrom, Fargo, N.D.;
Dianne Marie Olsen, Fargo, N.D.;
Roger Wilton Olsen, Palatine, Illinois;
Howard Arthur Olson, Moorhead.
Myroslawa Maria Pawlyszyn, Fer
gus Falls; Arlene Marie Pederson,
Moorhead; Carolyn Walberg Peters,
McLeod, N.D.; Ardith Hansen Peter
son, Hitterdal; Jene Embert Peterson,
Audubon; Charles William Pinkney,
Foxhome; Kay Mindemann Piper,
Moorhead; Betty Rosalie Restad,
Pelican Rapids; Norma Haggardt
Riess, Tenney; Harriet Kathleen
Rokke, Newfolden.
Marvin Arnold Romsland, Bremer
ton, Washington; Warren Lorenz Ros
in, Moorhead; Ronald LeRoy Rustad,
Moorhaed; Sherman Everett Sanders,
Moorhead; Gayle Elizabeth Schmidt,
Morris; Charles Luther Schulstad, Erskine; Edward Miles Schwartz, Minneaolis; Eileen Vera Shol, Under
wood; Wanda Darlene Sittko, Borup;
Dale Vernon Skallerud, Moorhead;
Janice Fried Skallerud, Moorhead;
Carl Raymond Skordahl, Louisburg;
Darrell Duane Skunes, Warren; Au
drey Ann Smith, Pelican Rapids.
Rollin Glenn Solheim, Moorhead;
Faye Genele Stradsvold, Fergus Falls;
Diane Ruth Stave, New Effington,
S.D.; Gary Juel Stennes, Moorhead;
Nancy Jo Swanson, Fargo, N.D.; Clar
ice Nelson Swanstrom, Hawley; Da
vid Gary Tabbut, Pelican Rapids;
Barry Lyle Tennenhouse, Winnipeg,
Man., Canada; Dennis Everett Thoen,
Moorhead; Lois Mae Thompson, Vik
ing; Bruce Keith Thordal, Gary; Ro
bert Irven Thorson, Nielsville; Susan
Person Torson, Fargo, N.D.
Jeanette Arline Trovatten, Fargo,
N.D.; MayBelle Darlyne Tucker,
Angus; Ronald Boyd Ueland, New
folden; Jeanne Marie Urbaniak,
Argyle; Michael Newell Void, Litch

field; Myron Lee Wagner, Moorhead;
Sharon Zimmerman Walker, Moor
head; Ellen Odegaard Wallace, Lake
Park; Steven Paul Walters, Princeton;
Richard Allen Walvatne, Moorhead;
Anita Flaagan Warling, Dilworth.
Maureen Bredahl Wasley, Pelican
Rapids; Lowell James Watson, Fra
zee; Patrick Allen Watson, Frazee;
Loretta Senn Welch, Moorhead; Jane
Van Bergen Welke, Moorhead; Bonita Cathryn Wentz, Fargo, N.D.;
Donald Vincent Wermager, Twin Val
ley; John Chester West, Fergus Falls;
John O. Louis Whalen, Alexandria;
Gary Maynard Willert, Moorhead;
Marvin Lee Wilt, Moorhead; Michael
Stephen Worner, Wahpeton, N.D.;
Jane Ann Yost, St. Paul; Lawrence
Roy Zillgitt, Fairmount, N.D.; Rich
ard Norman Zwirn, Moorhead.
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Keith Lowell Affield, Kent; Harley
Allen Bakken, Moorhead; Janice
Stroschein Bogen, Moorhead; Hans
Burgess Borstad, Detroit Lakes; Wal
ter Arestus Botsford, Moorhead; Linnea Brandenburg, Alexandria; Floyd
Lester Braun, Wadena; Allen William
Bright, Eveleth; Harold Richard Burman, Moorhead; Dean Estes Busch,
Ottertail; Harry Charles Crane, Far
go, N.D.; Henry Stetson Crosby, Jr.;
Mound; Dale Edwin Curran, Bemidji;
Phyllis Cecile Cusey, Detroit Lakes;
David Norman Devick, Breckenridge;
Stephen Paul Ehlers, Barrett.
Karen Jean Erickson, Outlook,
Washington; Charles William Ewan,
Fargo, N.D.; Lee Edward Faust,
Moorhead; Bruce Melvin Fish, Deer
Creek; John Richard Fossen, Wadena;
James Frisk, Fargo, N.D.; Russell Al
len Gerdin, Princeton; David Burton
Grundyson, Mcintosh; James LeRoy
Gudding, Moorhead; John Bennett
Haack, Detroit Lakes; Hubert Russell
Hall, Jr., Fargo, N.D.; Diane Myrna
Hansen, Lockhart; Elizabeth Ann
Hanson, Fergus Falls.
John William Hewett, Heron Lake;
John Arthur Hitchman, Clarkson, On
tario, Canada; Marguerite Harris Hub
bard, Moorhead; Gary Ladean Huesman, Felton; Joel Bruce Jacobson,
Breckenrdige; James Edward James
on, Hawley; Donald Henry Janssen,
Porter; Richard Norval Jeffries, Moor
head; Dennis Wesley Johnson, Fer
gus Falls; John Ray Johnson, Norcross; Nona Anne Kipp, Deer Creek;
Robert Earl Krengel, Hawley; Robin
William Keeley, St. Paul; Richard
Wililam Kresky, Winnipeg, Man.,
Can.
Duane Charles Landberg, Fergus
Falls; Evelyn Drayton Lane, Fargo,
N.D.; Dale Irving Larson, St. Paul;
Robert Shiu-Ki Li, Winnipeg, Man.,
Canada; Dennis George Lund, Clarkfield; Robert William Lundeen, Moor
head; James Harold McMerty, Fargo,
N.D.; Karen Elizabeth Malmgren,
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Maurice Orval Nissen, Fergus Falls;
James Edward Nordgaard, Wahpeton,
N.D.; Cheryl Jean Nyhus, Moorhead;
Douglas Clifford Nyhus, Moorhead;
John Albert Olive, Port Arthur, On
tario, Canada; Kern Alvin Olson,
Thief River Falls; Charles Allan Onstine, Moorhead; Alvin Hajime Oyama, Lanai City, Hawaii; Harlon Jon
Pansch, Graceville; Richard Walter
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
Panson, Winnipeg, Man., Canada;
Steven Kim Peterson, Detroit Lakes;
Donna Mae Hills, Wheaton; Renee
Nancy Lee Pitman, Moorhead; Clif Lou Larson, Moorhead; Paulette Dee
ford Arthur Poll, Dent.
Livermore, Canby; Linda Jean MathiGary Wayne Rayppy, Moorhead; son, Hickson, N.D.; Joan Carol Rinke,
Alan Gary Rothstein, Moose Jaw, Wheaton; Jean Shirley Schleicher,
Sask., Canada; Duane Owen Salness, Mcintosh; Beverly Joanne Thompson,
Moorhead; William Wendell Schill, Halstad; Judy Elaine Tungseth, Fer
Moorhead; Richard Dean Schubbe, gus Falls.

Twenty To Leave Faculty
Duane Scribner of the English De
Twenty instructors will be leaving
the faculty of MSC at the end of partment will work on a Ph.D. at
this school year. The departing mem the University of Minnesota.
bers have listed a variety of destin
Five instructors will be leaving the
ations.
Campus School. Helen Schoberg and
Irene Johnson plan to retire; Gordon
Administrative Dean Earl R. Her
Dingman will seek a Ph.D. in Art
ring, who was granted a one-year
at the University of Kansas; Arthur
sabbatical leave, will seek a Ph.D.
Churchill will move to Washington,
at the University of Minnesota.
D.C. where he will either teach or
Others given sabbaticals are Mary
enter government work, and Barbara
Montgomery of the Department of
Biegel is moving to Portland, Maine,
Physical Education and Robert Solso
but will not teach there.
of the Department of Psychology,
Dr. Werner Feld, chairman of the
who will do graduate work at the
University of Minnesota and St. Louis Political Science Department, and his
wife Elizabeth Feld of the Physical
University, respectively.
Education Department, will live in
History professor, Dr. Victor Peters New Orleans. Dr. Feld is to be chair
and his wife, Elizabeth Peters of the man of the Political Science Depart
German Department, will teach at ment at Louisiana State University.
Westgate Collegiate in Winnipeg,
Dr. Barnett Morris of the Psychol
Manitoba. Dr. Peters will write a
ogy Department is undecided about
book and be Director of Westgate,
what he will do upon leaving MSC.
while Mrs. Peters will instruct classes
Lonnie Emerick of the Speech De
in German and English Literature.
partment will teach at Northern
German instructor Diane Towne Michigan University in Marquette.
will attend graduate school at Wash
Other instructors who are leaving
ington University.
MSC at the end of the school year
Political Scientist, Dr. Stephen Was- are Dr. Hamilton Lee of the Audioby, has been granted a leave-of-ab- Visual Department, and Dr. Cather
sense to serve as a Congressional ine Rau and Dr. Margaurite Foster of
Fellow in Washington, D.C.
the Philosophy Department.
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Moorhead.
Karl Sigmund, Moorhead; Duane
David Simonson, Minneapolis; Bruce
Wallace Skjonsby, Fargo, N.D.; Orlyn
Ellsworth Skrien, Moorhead; Terrance
Gregory Skrukrud, Moorhead; Alice
Ruth Sorum, Barnesville; Norman
Gerald Stachiw, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada; Martin Harry Stofer, Wade
na; Mark Charles Storo, Georgetown
Lavern Earl Talley, Lansford, N.D.
Jeffrey Ford Thiry, Fargo, N.D.
James Laverne Thompson, Dilworth,
Peter Cheng-Tei Tsao, Newark, New
Jersey; Glenn Ivan Viker, Moorhead;
Stephen Iver Waller, Pelican Rapids;
Stanley Charles Wasley, Edina; An
thony Lance Williams, Fargo, N.D.

of Simplicity...'

DIAMOND RING

NEUBARTHS
JEWELRY

Alexandria; John Stephen Manikowske, Breckenridge; Ronald David
Markovits, Winnipeg, Man., Canada;
William Martin Marinac; Dorwin Dale
Marquardt, Erhard; Ronald LeRoy
Matz, Perham; Douglas Lee Medin,
Moorhead; Kathleen Ann Nelson, Detriot Lakes.

FINEST BARBER SERVICE
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OPENING DAY
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at 12 Noon
Books will be accepted on consignment basis with handling charge
of 15 cents per book.
&
&

HOUR SCHEDULE
Spring Quarter - June 2-10 (12:00-7:00 p.m.)
First Session - June 14-16 (12:00-7:00 p.m.)
Second Session - July 15-20 (12:00-7:00 p.m.)
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Natural Sciences, Foreign Languages Expanded

36 New Faculty Members Appointed

g

'
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About 36 new faculty members, 16
of whom are replacements for faculty
members who have resigned or will
be on sabbatical leave or leave of
absence next year, will join the Moorhead State College faculty next fall.
None of the replacements is on tem
porary assignment.
Additional appointments are ex
pected to be made in the next few
weeks.
Appointments to date include the
following:

J
^

Natural Sciences: Six new teachers
will be added in this area, including
three in biology. The biology depart
ment will have a total of eight peo
ple, seven of whom have earned doc
torates and one who is in the process
of completing his doctorate program.
Dr. Oscar W. Johnson, whose spe
cial fields include ecology and phy
siology-histology, has served since
1963 as assistant professor of biology
at Western State College, Gunnison,
Colorado. Dr. Yvonne C. Condell has
served as a biology teacher in second
ary schools at Fort Lauderdale, Flor
ida and Underwood, Minn, and as a
biology instructor at the Fergus Falls
Junior College. She is a specialist in
cellular biology and has served as a
consultant for the development of a
biology curriculum for high schools.
Dr. Mary Abrahamsen, whose special
ties include bacteriology and experi
mental plant physiology, will join the
faculty at the beginning of the winter
quarter. She is currently serving as a
post-doctoral American Association of
University Women Fellow in botany
at Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
Dr. Sol Shulman, who has been as
sistant professor of chemistry at North
Dakota State University, will join the
chemistry staff here, and Edward
Hoganson, who is completing his doc
torate at Iowa State University, will
also join the chemistry staff, serving
as a replacement for the late Cyril
Moore.
Gerald Hart, who is completing
graduate work at Kansas State University, will teach physics, replacing
Michael Kelly, who resigned during
the year because of ill health.
Foreign Language: Seven new
members will join this department,
bringing the number of faculty mem
bers in this area to ten. Among the
new members will be Dr. Walter
Stotzer, who taught Russian here two
years ago and has spent the past
year in Germany. He will teach both
language and history courses.
Dr. Rudolph Kaiser-Lenoir, visit
ing professor of modern languages,
(German, French and Spanish) has
been professor of French at Cupa Uni
versity in San Luis, Argentina. He is
also a specialist in baroque music and
a music critic. Carvell deBussy, as
sociate professor of French and Span
ish who is completing his doctorate
program at Catholic University. David
Benson, assistant professor of French
who has been teaching at the Uni
versity of Alaska and has done gradu
ate work at the Sorbonne in Paris.
His wife, Anne Benson, will teach
foreign languages in the Campus

School, replacing Mrs. Barbara Biegel
who has resigned. W. E. Hiebert, in
structor of German who is completing
graduate work at the University of
Colorado and will serve as a replace
ment for Mrs. Victor Peters who will
be on leave of absence. Miss Gisela
Nobel, instructor of German who has
been teaching at the Fergus Falls
Junior College, and will serve as a
replacement for Miss Diane Towne
who has resigned.
Music: Dr. Erwin Sonenfield, as
sociate professor of music and human
ities, will come here from Milton Col
lege, Milton, Wis. where he has been
chairman of the music department
and head of the humanities program.
He will serve as a replacement in
humanities for Dr. Marguerite Foster
who has resigned. Albert Noice, who
is completing his Ed.D. in music at
Colorado State College, Greeley, will
be assistant professor of music. He
is a twin brother of Dr. Frank Noice,
chairman of the department of na
tural sciences.
English: Five new members will
join the English department, includ
ing three who will be on part time
assignments.
Mary Anne Pryor, who will get her
Ph.D. at the University of Nebraska
in June, will be associate professor of
English, and James Nagel, a 1962
graduate of Moorhead State College
who is working on his doctorate at
Pennsylvania State University, will
serve as a replacement for Duane
Scribner who has resigned to com
plete his Ph.D. at the University of
Minnesota.
Martha Ferguson will serve as Cam
pus School supervising teacher and
will also teach in the college. She has
been teaching at North Junior High
School in Moorhead and will serve as
a replacement for Irene Johnson who
has resigned. Part time assignments
will be carried by Mrs. Neil (Judith)
Johnson, a Phi Beta Kappa graduate
of Carleton College who has been a
graduate assistant at NDSU where
her hubsand is a physics professor;
Mrs. Constance D. Hansen, a gradu
ate of Vassar College who is complet
ing her master's degree at NDSU
where her husband is a major in the
ROTC program; and Mrs. Patricia
Geston who has been serving as a
part time instructor here this year.
Psychology: Two new teachers will
join this department. Dr. James Con
dell, psychologist with the Minnesota

State Department of Health at Fergus
Falls will serve as a replacement for
Robert Solso, who will be on sabba
tical leave next year. Dwight Harshbarger, a former teaching assistant at
Moorhead State College who has been
at Ventura College in California, will
also serve in this department.
Anthropology: Robert Keyser, who
is completing graduate work at the
University of Minnesota, will be a
new instructor of anthropology.
Geography: Dr. E. Frank Roller,
who has been at Colorado State
College, will be associate professor of
geography.
Mathematics: Dr. Warren Thomp
son, who has served several years as
chairman of the mathematics depart
ment at Mankato State College, will
be associate professor of mathematics.
Political Science: Dr. Edward
Estes, who has been at New Mexico
Highlands University, will be assistant
professor of political science, replac
ing Dr. Werner Feld who has resign
ed.
Art: Lyle F. Laske, who has been
at Wisconsin State University, Platteville, Wisconsin, will be assistant pro
fessor of art. Mary O'Donnell, who
has been an art teacher in the
Appleton, Wisconsin public schools,
will serve as supervising teacher of
art in the Campus School, replacing
Gordon Dingman who has resigned.
Business: Dorian Olson, business
teacher at Fargo Central High School,
will be instructor of business.
Women's Physical Education: Miss
Evelyn Bird, who has been a physical
education instructor in the Edmonton,
Alberta public schools, will serve as
a replacement for Miss Mary Mont
gomery who will be on sabbatical
leave next year. Nadine Jette, instruc
tor of women's physical education in
the Northfield, Minnesota public
schools, will succeed Miss Anne Ray
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who has resigned.
History: Dr. V. Lalich, who has
been assistant professor of Slavic
studies at the University of Montreal,
has been added to the history depart
ment staff and will serve as a re
placement for Dr. Victor Peters who
will be on leave of absence next year.
Special Education: Harry Stover,
who has been director of special
education for the county board of
education in Manchester, Iowa, will
be associate professor of special edu
cation.
Industrial Arts: Charles Martin,
who has taught industrial arts at
NDSU and Moorhead State, will
serve as supervising teacher of indus
trial arts in the Campus School, re
placing Dr. Albert Mudgett who will
teach pre-engineering courses entirely
in the college next year.
Library: Shirley Brattland, who has
been serving in the library as a re
placement for Miss Karen Kivi while
the latter has been on sabbatical
leave, will continue on assignment in
the library.
Campus School: Darrell Ellingson,
who has taught at Glenwood, Minn,
and Kauai, Hawaii, will be fifth grade
supervising teacher, replacing Miss
Ruth Hanson who will join the col
lege staff as supervisor of off-campus
student teaching. Gerald Jacobs, who
has taught seventh grade social
studies at Cedar Rapids, Iowa and
is doing graduate work at the Uni
versity of Iowa, will be supervising
teacher of social studies, succeeding
Arthur Churchill who has resigned.
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American State Bank
"Your Friendly Home-Owned
Bank"

FOR APPOINTMENT PHONE
MR. SYVERSON, 235-2013
9 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

$110 Per Week

506 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE

Local or One Way Anywhere

Menus and Prices That

U-HAUL furnishes guaranteed
trailers and tires, hitches, cargo
insurance, free road service, all
sizes.

Suit College Folks!

WARRENS

Vic's Cut Rate and U-Haul

NO COMPETITION

CAFE

Headquarters

904 1st Ave. N. Moorhead

COMSTOCK HOTEL

As these are exclusive formulas in demand by all busi
nesses, industry and homes. No franchise fee. Minimum
investment—$300. Maximum investment—$7,000. Invest
ment is secured by inventory. Factory trained personnel
will help set up your business.
For complete details and descriptive literature write:

COMPLETE MEAL

60c

722 CENTER AVE.

WOLD DRUG

STORE

Collegiate Eating
&-HAUL

Meet Your Friends At

421 First Avenue
Moorhead
Phone 233-1941

Amazing new liquid plastic coating used on all types of
surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates waxing when ap
plied on Asphalt Tile, Vinyl, Linoleum, Vinyl Asbestos,
Hard Wood, and Furniture. Completely eliminates paint
ing when applied to Wood, Metal, or Concrete surfaces.
This finish is also recommended for boats and automobiles

RENT A GUARANTEED
U-HAUL TRAILER
IT COSTS NO MORE

David Mork, a 1964 graduate of
Moorhead State College with a major
in biology, has won the David Ross
Fellowship at Purdue University for
continued support of his graduate
studies.
He had previously been awarded
a graduate assistantship for his work
in developmental biology and bio
chemistry.
The David Ross Fellowship is
awarded by the Purdue Research
Foundation and is given on the basis
of superior scholarship in graduate
work.

L. F. REMARK
D.D.S.

1. Exceptionally neat in appearance
2. Above average in aggressiveness
Those who qualify can continue their
association next semester in a part-time
basis.

Member of F.D.I.C.

MSC Graduate Gets
Purdue Fellowship

CHEM-PLASTICS & PAINT CORP.
1828 Locust

233-1311

St. Louis 3, Mo.

AT THESE FINE STORES

MINNESOTA
Austin, Earl's Jewelry & Gifts
Duluth, Skogg's Jewelers
Fergus Falls, Mauk Jewelers
Grand Rapids, Miltich Jewelers
Luveme, Herreid's Jewelry
Minneapolis, Apache Plaza Jewelers
Minneapolis, Becklund Jewelers
Minneapolis, Betlach Jewelers of Knollwood Plaza
Minneapolis, Buchkosky JeweleTS — 2
stores
Moorhead, Martinson Jewelers
New Ulm, Beck's Jewelry
Northfield, Stenstrom Jewelers
Owatonna, Art Vesterby Jewelers
Pipestone, Blom Jewelers
St. Cloud, Bachman Jewelers
St. Paul, Becklund's of Highland Village
St. Paul, Kokkeler Jewelers
St. Paul, Walter's Jewelry, Inc.
Wayzata, Miller's Jewelry
Willmar, Elmquist Jewelry
Winona, Stager Jewelers
NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck, Lund Jewelers
Jamestown, Boatright Jewelers
Grand Forks, Willey's Jewelry
Valley City, A. Bossert, Jeweler
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Frosh Week
Co-chairmen Selected
The emphasis for Welcome Week
— '65, will be on "more academic
orientation and less 'rah! rah!'," ac
cording to Donna Larson and Clay
ton Johnson, co-chairmen for the
annual event.
During the week of September 1121, approximately 1,000 freshmen
will participate in activities which are
designed to familiarize them with the
MSC campus and the college itself.
The day sessions will be devoted to
acquainting the new freshman with
what will be expected of them as
college students. Evening activities
scheduled so far include a freshman
mixer, a talent show and an all-col
lege dance.
The freshmen will be divided into
25 groups, with two counselors (one
male and one female) for each group.
These counselors include the follow
ing:
Diane Bergeson, Sharon Boyum,
David Braseth, Jeff Burrill, Barbara
Chetirko, Bob Clay, Marge Frazee,
Mary Gainor, John Gidmark and
Lynn Gronbeck.
Curt Gudmanson, Kay Hegrenes,
Dennis Heiberg, Jeff Hagen, Pam
Hagen, Wayne Ingersol, Bill Ingison,
Cindy Jansen and Janet Jenkins.
Douglas Johnson, Elaine Johnson,
Michael G. Johnson, Michael D.

,

Johnson, Judy Kotte, Vicki Littlefield,
Wayne McFarland, Kathy Malen,
Becky Martin and Cheryl Merkins.
Tom Meinhover, Mary Sue Pagnac,
Beth Pemberton, Larry Peterson,
Peter Perreten, Ruth Poels, Steve
Poitras, Virginia Richter, Kathy
Schultz and Roger Schultz.
John Schwanke, Bob Siegel, Sue
Snyder, Buddy Starks, Paul Thorwaldson, Tim Warner, Jean Wilson,
Sue Jorganson and Tom Addicott.
The top group will be picked at
the end of the week by an IBM test.
Throughout the summer, freshmen
will receive information on the col
lege through the mail. Counseling
service will also be available to them
upon their arrival to the campus.
Co-chairman Donna Larson is a
Junior from Breckenridge, Minnesota,
with a Speech-English major and a
Journalism minor. She is a member of
Alpha Delta Pi sorority and has ap
peared in the MSC productions of
"The Miracle Worker" and "Rhino
ceros." This summer she will partici
pate in the summer theatre at MSC.
Co-chairman Clayton Johnson, a
Junior from Kennedy, Minnesota is
a Speech Pathology major with a
Speech-Theatre minor. He is a mem
ber of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity,
Blackfrairs and is currently serving
his second term on the Student
Senate.

NEWSBEAT
The Alpha Delta Pi sorority held its annual dinner-dance on the
evening of Saturday May 22 at the Holiday Inn. Winter pledge awards
presented were to Janice Crawford, Scholarship; Carrie Nelson, best pledge,
and Nancy Delow, essay award.
Karla Johnson has been selected by the National Quarters of Alpha
Delta Pi as recipient of a scholastic award.
For their annual lake trip, the ADPi s enjoyed the weekend at
Eagle
Lake near Park Rapids,6 Minnesota.
°
•
O

"Sinfcnian Sweetheart'
Kathy Hermodson
Kathy Hermodson, junior from
Crookston, Minnesota, was selected
Sweetheart of the Eta Lambda Chap
ter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, nation
al professional men's music fraternity.
Chapter President Dan Carlson placed
the crown on her head at the
Sweetheart Ball, held at the Spud
Room of the Holiday Inn on April
30.
A speech-theater major and vocal
music minor, Kathy has been active
in concert choir, Biackfriars, and col
lege dramatic productions. She will
appear with the Sinfonians at all their
important functions during the year

The Delta Zeta sorority held its annual Graduation Luncheon Sat
urday May 22 at the Tree Top Room of the FM Hotel. Seven seniors
were honored: Dorothy Donely, Judie Johnson, Lynn Johnson, JoAnne
Mathison, Wanda Sittko, Sharon Boyum and Betty Newsom Schumacker.
The Delta Zeta's honored their families Sunday afternoon, May 23
at a Parents' Day picnic held in Dahl Hall.
The Delta Zeta sorority entertained their brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon at a picnic on Wednesday, May 12. The sorority spent their week
end lake trip at Faith Haven near Battle Lake, Minn.
o
<tt
e
As of May 25, $4,824.50 or 96% of the anticipated $5,000 has
received by the library book fund, according to Harry Marmion,
Director of Field Services and producer of the library telethon pro
held April 25. Mr. Marmion added that the total is expected to
well over $5,000.
#
o
»
Psi Delt Karen Chervestad represented Thief River Falls in the
District One pageant of the Miss Minnesota Contest. Karen won first place
in the evening gown competition.
Psi Delta Kappa sorority spent the lake trip weekend at Greenwood
Resort on Lake Ottertail.
Psi Delta Kappa also announces the approaching marriage of Barb
Hobbs to Jewett Benson. The wedding will take place Friday, May 28.
The Psi Delts held their annual dinner dance at the FM Hotel
on Friday, May 21.

been
MSC
gram
reach

Tentative Plans For 1965
MSC Homecoming Underway
1965 Homecoming co-chairmen
Viki Littlefield and Larry McCrank
have announced that tentative plans
for this years festivities are underway.
In answer to the rumors-No, Dave
Brubeck will not be at Moorhead
State College for the 1965 Homecom
ing celebration. HC planning cochairmen Vicki Littlefield and Larry
McCrank say they tried to schedule
jazz musician Brubeck, but due to
transportation difficulties he is un
able to come. Vicki and Larry are un
able to say definitely who will be
here to entertain, but it is possible
that Peter, Paul and Mary, vocal trio,
can be engaged for Thursday night
of Homecoming Week. If another
group is hired, it will be scheduled

,

PINKY'S PIZZA
Eat Pizza At Pinky's

for Saturday night.
To start the annual Homecoming
events, the crowning of the Home
coming Queen will be held on Wed
nesday night, followed by the Queen's
Reception. A bonfire, pepfest and
dance are planned for Thursday night.
Friday night the Cleveland Players,
a theatrical group, will present a
Chekov play.

ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE
Dial 233-7597
108 South Street

'Sweetheart of TKE"

Saturday will be the busiest day
of the week. More events are planned
Sharon Boyum
for this day in order to allow alumni
to fit more into the weekend. The
Crowned 1965 Sweetheart of the
parade, luncheons, the game, the Iota Epsilon chapter of Tau Kappa
alumni dinner, a concert and the Epsilon at Moorhead State College
annual Homecoming dance make up was Miss Sharon Boyum.
the schedule.
A senior art major from Detroit
Lakes, Sharon received the crown
from past Sweetheart Diane Disse.
Attendants to the new Sweetheart
are Miss Rhoda Wold and Miss Mary
Kay Metzroth.

Zismer Jacobson Receive
Annual Iota Alpha Awards
Iota Alpha, professional fraternity
of Industrial Arts at Moorhead State
College, held its annual Awards
Banquet on Wednesday, May 19 at
the FM Hotel.
The event is held each year to
give recognition to graduating seniors
and outstanding members of the frat
ernity.
Dan Zismer received the "Most
Representative Senior" Award. Zismer
recently accepted a teaching position
at Borup, Minnesota for the coming
school year.
The "Highest Scholastic Achieve
ment" Award presented annually to
a graduating senior was awarded to
Allen Jacobson. Jacobson has begun
work at the Veterans Hospital in
Battle Creek, Mich., as an Industrial
Therapist.
IA president Allen Stohle, the
Master of Ceremonies for the even
ing, introduced Dr. Wegner, depart
ment chairman, who informed the
chapter of recent employment oppor
tunity expansion in the field of indus
trials arts.

The coronation was the highlight
He also introduced Capt. Donnell of the annual Sweetheart Ball held
Waller, the after-dinner speaker. at the Moorhead Country Club on
Capt. Waller, who is with the Army Saturday night, May 22.
Recruiting Station in Fargo following
his return from Viet Nam, spoke on
many domestic and socio-economic
characteristics of the country of Viet
Nam. Capt. Waller was previously
The Ultimate in Fine
assigned to a Military Advisory Group
Barbering Service
before his return to Fargo.
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6th & Main — Moorhead

NOW SHOWING!
IS THE KEY IN HIS MIND...OR IN HER ARMS?

We Cater To College
Students
Flowers for all
occasions

BRIGGS FLORAL
Phone 233-1373

For Appointment Call Us
at
235-9442

Broadway and N.P. Ave.
Fargo, North Dakota

You and your family
are invited to get the
facts on United Funds
as an investment
$150 to begin...then $25 a month starts you on a
systematic plan in the United Funds group of mutual
funds. For free Booklet-Prospectus giving detailed
information, write or call...

ORVILLE J. HEIMSNESS, Registered Representative
Res. 233-5998
320 Broadway
Bus. 235-4231
Fargo, North Dakota

Want to fly? Let the World Wide Travel Agency
of the North Dakota Automobile Club handle
your ticketing ... or assist with planning. Com
plete Travel Service . . . competent travel agents.
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
NORTH DAKOTA AUTOMOBILE CLUB
18 South 8th St. - FARGO - 232-7441
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MSC Spring Teams rClose For Season
Diamondmen
* End 12-12
*

*
f
^

MSC Third
In NIC Track

by Larry Scott
The disillusioned Dragons of Moorhead State College, sporting con
ference championship potential at the
outset of the season, split a weekend
series with the University of Minn
esota-Morris to finish the season with
a mediocre record of 12-12.
M-State rapped the Cougars in the
opener 9-2 before dropping the nightcap 5-1. On Thursday, the Dragons
completed a season's sweep of North
Dakota University, edging the Bison
3-2.
Boasting title potential, MSC floun
dered through the Northern Intercol
legiate Conference slate, derailed by
poor pitching and unsuspected bat
ting slumps. Moorhead State finished
with a 5-7 loop slate.
Against NDSU on Thursday, Curt
Walvatne turned in his second con
secutive sparkling pitching perfor
mance by limiting the Bison to five
hits and a pair of unearned runs
through nine innings. Walvatne struck
out 11 and walked only three.
Gary Pender, Bison ace from
Barnesville, limited Moorhead State
to seven hits but departed in the
ninth when a Dragon uprising ac
counted for the winning run. Bill
Sturdivant finished up.
Cactus Warner's two-out single
delivered A1 Berglund, who singled
earlier in the frame, with the win
ning run. Berglund went to third on
Pat Gallagher's single. Warner also
doubled home MSC's first run in the
third. NDSU's only runs came in the
fourth, courtesy Dragon errors.
In Saturday's opener, MSC routed
Cougar starter Dick Realdson for
five inning runs as clean-up hitter
Doug Braaten laced a bases-loaded
double to right to score three runs.
Base hits by Gallagher, Warner and
Jerry Hegna forced the departure of
Realdson in the second with Dave
Retzlaff coming in to limit MSC to
one run over the last four frames.
Dick Harlow, Dragon sophomore
from Bertha, picked up the victory
on a four-hitter, fanning five and
walking one. John Norlander, UMM
center-fielder, scored both Cougar
runs.
In the nightcap, burly Don Kaddatz limited Moorhead State to seven
hits and one run to pick up the
Morris triumph. The Dragons failed
to reach Kaddatz for an extra-base
hit.
Dick Walvatne, Part II of the
Walvatne pitching act, started his

The 1965 MSC Baseball squad, front row (I to r) P. Gallagher, D. Walvatne, F. Wagner, C. Hoyme, D. Biss,
C. Warner. Row 2: R. Olson, J. Barney, C. Walvatne, D. Seymour, D. Braaten, D. Johnson, R. Cochoran. Row
3: D. Peterson, D. Harlow, J. Jacobson, A. Berglund,J. Boche, J. Hegna, Coach Loel Frederickson.
final collegiate contest for Moorhead
State and was breezing along with
three perfect frames till the Cougar
uprising in the fourth.
A pair of Dragon miscues and
singles by Stu Starner, Paul Miller,
Tom Holthaus and George Fougeron
accounted for three runs, Morris
scored another in the fifth without
a hit and added their final tally in
the sixth on three singles.
Once again, Moorhead State Col
lege loaded the bases with none out
in the first frame but zany baserunning turned what should have
been prosperity into poverty. The
Dragons came up with two singles,
a Morris error and a walk and failed
to score.
Berglund singled for the only MSC
run in the sixth, scoring Hegna who
had singled earlier. Hegna was the
only Dragon to pick up more than
one hit.
Hegna wound up as the leading
hitter with a .383 bat mark, collect
ing 31 hits in 81 trips. Hegna also
led in runs-batted-in with 16, one
ahead of Braaten, who led the club
in home runs with three. Hegna
scored the most runs (21) and had
the most doubles (6).
Curt Walvatne had the best wonlost percentage on the pitching ledger
(3-0) while brother Dick had the best
earned run average (1.56). Jerry
Barney and Curt accounted for the
only two shutouts with Curt leading
the strikeout department by fanning
31.

Control-Conscious Hurler Harlow

With Intra-Squad Game

Grid Drills Close
Friday afternoon's intra-squad foot
ball contest marked the end of spring
practice at Moorhead State College
and helped answer some of the ques
tions concerning Dragon backfield
vacancies.

Park), Tackles—Dennis Yell (Parkers
Prairie) and Greg Pruyne (Mound)
Guards—Bruce Winther (Battle Lake)
and Lee Brennan (Hampton, N.H.),
Center—Russ Marshall (Dilworth).

Malcheski scored the game's only
touchdown on a 45-yard swing pass
from Fawbush. Under the system us
ed by Hoberg, the team on offense
started with possession of the ball on
its own 35. When failing to make a
first down, they returned to the 35
Missing from last year's backfield for another series of downs.
for Moorhead State College are half
backs Steve Duginski, Dick Schubbe,
Moorhead State College, Northern
Charles Krumweide and Jim Berg, Intercollegiate Conference runner-up
Fullback Jerry Hegna and quarter to champion Winona State College in
back Kevin Wimmer. Only Lee Faw- 1964, will open fall practice August
bush, who assumed the starting offen
sive quarterback role midway through
Sept. 11 Concordia
the season, is on hand from last year's
Sept. 18 University of Minn.
starting backfield array.
(Morris)
Hoberg used Co-captain Fawbush Sept. 25 Michigan Tech
(Bemidji) at quarterback on the first
Oct. 2 Mankato State
unit, flanked by halfbacks Dave MalOct.
9 Winona State
cheski (Mound) and Sig Magnuson
(Hendrum), with Mark Hosmar (Eagle Oct. 16 Bemidji State
Bend) at fullback.
Oct. 23 St. Cloud State
Hoberg's offensive line looked like Oct. 30 Lincoln U
(Jefferson City, Mo.)
this: Ends—Joe Bentz (Clearfield, Pa.) t
and Co-captain Lyle Vogt (St. Louis Nov. 6 Mayville State
Coach Dwaine Hoberg and his as
sistants ran the 30-man squad through
an hour and 15 minute session Fri
day afternoon, closing 15 spring prac
tices.

Dragon Along
By Larry Scott, Sports Editor
Father time rung down the curtain on another year of athletic com
petition at Moorhead State College. However, the script was slightly altered.
The dividends for 1964-65 were large, the residual benefits may be even
more prosperous.
The football Dragons started unspectacularly. M-State bowed before
North Dakota State University in the opener, and were soundly beaten by
Concordia. But the Dragons learned and eventually came back to battle
Winona State for the Northern Intercollegiate Conference title, finallysettling for a runner-up berth.
The winter basketball edition, paced by a band of competitive sen
iors and talented underclassmen, shared the loop crown with perennial
winner St. Cloud and established their talents in the NCAA tournament
at Grand Forks.

Although Moorhead State College
garnered only 25 points in the North
ern Intercollegiate Conference meet
at St. Cloud Saturday, the Dragons
had three first place finishes.
Torrid Tony Jones, the lightningfast import from Trinidad captured
first places in the 100-yard dash (10.1)
and the 220 (22.1). The other Dragon
winner was sophomore Rod Landblom (Fargo Shanley) who placed
first in the high jump with a winning
leap of 6-2. Landblom and Jones
have qualified for the National As
sociation of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA) meet at Sioux Falls, S. D.
June 3-5.
Other Dragon place winners in
cluded Bob Bakkum (Moorhead),
third in the high jump; Jim Ambuehl
(Borup), fifth in the triple jump and
fourth in the broad jump; and the
mile relay unit that took second
place. Members of the mile relay
team include Jones, Rod Berg (Perley), Larry Beeson (Breckenridge) and
Clyde Gimbel (Bertha).
Powerful Mankato State College
captured its 17th consecutive NIC
title with 111 points while ruunerup
St. Cloud amassed 73 points. MSC
was third with 25 while Winona State
and Michigan Tech had 16. Bemidji
State had 14.
There were four double winners,
with six new conference records con
structed. St. Cloud's Van Nelson was
a double winner and established new
marks in the mile (4:17.6) and threemile (14:47.2). Other double winners
included Henry Hill (triple jump and
440-yard intermediate hurdles) and
John Wrucke (high and low hurdles),
both of Mankato, and Jones.

'Cloud Wins
Net Crown
The Moorhead State tennis and
golf teams concluded their seasons
during the past week competing in
the NIC conference meets held at
Bemidji and St. Cloud.
Both Dragon constitutents were un
successful, however, and the Dragons
finished last in the conference in
both sports.
At St. Cloud the competition was
close with Winona State finally com
ing out on top with an over all total
of 473. Always strong St. Cloud State
finished three strokes of the pace at
476, and the Beavers from Bemidji
close behind with a 477 total. Michi
gan Tech brought up the first of the
second division with a 501 score, with
Mankato State at 508 and Moorhead
State at 512.
Denny Heiberg was best for the
Dragons in the meet with an over
all score of 122, 10 strokes behind
the leader.
In the Tennis meet at Bemidji, St.
Cloud proved far superior to any
competition the conference had to
offer and won the NIC title handely.
The Huskies swept victorys in all
five singles matches as well as the
two doubles matches. St. Cloud total
ed 21 points while Mankato was
second with 14, Michigan Tech had
6, Bemidji 1, and the Dragons failed
to score.

The wrestlers of coach Bill Garland nailed down the only goal
that has thus far eluded them—the NIC mat title. But Garland is not
satisfied. The personable mat skipper is moulding his charges for the biggest
prize of them all-the NCAA Championship.
Although the spring sport units did not enjoy as prosperous campaign
as their predecessors, the track squad of coach Al Holmes showed immense
improvement, and hope for the future. The baseball Dragons fought Mr.
Weatherman vitrually all year, and their record suffered. The golf and
tennis squads enjoyed little success, but that aspect of MSC athletic com
petition is also sure to improve. Despite the turnover in personnel, the
future looks bright.
JOTTINGS Dragon shortstop Cactus Warner, has been named to manage the
Halstad Red Sox of the Norman-Polk League this summer. Warner was the
second leading hitter at M-State this past year.
*

Dick Harlow uncoils against UMM

*

*

Duane Ramstad, highly regarded Halstad a prep star, is consider
ing Moorhead State.

Pat Gallagher

The Mistic Story

Plans, Problems And Production s>
I

y

by Sylvia Paine
photos by Roger Swenson

classes, mixing and mangling the
contents of the editor's desk, "Where's
the MISTIC!" In fact, the staff gets
almost as many complaints during
the weeks the paper isn't put out
as it does the weeks the paper ap
pears.

Everyone wants publicity; every
one wants to know what's going on
in the small world around him. For
that reason, every Friday a mass of
hands grab in the general direction
of the table outside M208, expecting
For that reason (besides the noble
to come up with a new edition of the desire to keep the students informed),
MISTIC.
the MISTIC editiors, adviser, staff
members, and printers go through a
If it isn't there, some up-to-date
weekly process which culminates on
person with a passion for being in
Friday with 3,000 8-page journals
formed is duty-bound to stomp
which are thoroughly read by every
belligerently into the office and
student and faculty member on camp
demand of one of the bewildered
us (!) and mailed to about 800 other
philosophy students who happens to
individuals as well.
be hanging around there between

Mistic Photographer Roger Swenson
in his "second home" . . . the dark
room. Swenson spends approximately
15 hours per week on the job, taking,
developing and printing the photos
that appear in the Mistic.

and punctuational corrections on a
story and determining the number of
lines of type that will be necessary
to print it. A preliminary layout is
designed,
showing
approximately
what ads, stories, and pictures will
be on each page and how much
space each will take.

The Advertising Manager, Art
Bannerman, contacts businessmen
every week, informing them of the
possibilities and cost of an ad and
determining with those who wish to
advertise how much space and what
design they want. Mistic Business
Manager, John Stone prepares a week
ly ad layout, which is sent to the
printer's on Wednesday in order that
The newspaper week usually be the ads may be set up in advance.
gins on Tuesday, when assignments
Finally a full-sheet layout is made,
are made to reporters, who are order on which news stories, pictures, ads,
ed to get all the facts behind their and headlines have been measured on
stories, and any more information five-column paper the size of the
they can find as well. During the
MISTIC. This process usually takes
week various students and faculty
place between 9 p.m. Wednesday
members are haunted with "Are you
and 3 a.m. Thursday, according to
free at . . . ," "The MISTIC wants
Editor Roger Bailey.
a story on . . . ," "Can you an
swer a few questions about . . . ,"
Edited stories are brought to
etc. It sometimes takes repeated Richtman's Printing Company, which
visits or phone calls to get a story, has printed the MISTIC this year and
or it may even involve standing by other years in the past, on Tuesday
someone's office door and leaping and Wednesday. On Thursday, the
upon him when he tries to pass last stories are brought to the plant,
through it. Theoretically, all stories and the student editors spend the
are due by 4 p.m. on the Monday day at the print shop organizing the
just before the paper is printed, but material, making corrections, writing
they drift in any time between Mon headlines and captions, and in gen
day and Wednesday night. Eventually eral, learning about the newspaper
all the material comes in to the wire process.
basket on the editor's desk, typed
Stories are first sent to the lino
and ready to be edited.
type machine, which sets each line
The next step involves copyread- of type by casting the letters into
ing, making grammatical, structural, metal "slugs." The letters are typed
on a machine which is somewhat
like a typewriter (although the key
board is arranged differently), and
the machine forms molten metal
made from alloys of lead, tin, and
antimony into the individual letters.

foreman Herb Daul and MISTIC
faculty adviser Mr. Roger Hamilton
assist the student editors and stu
dents enrolled in Journalism 333
(News Editing Lab) in organizing each
page. The big problem is to get
everything in. No matter how valiant
the efforts made, something is usually
going to be left out, much to the
discontent of at least one campus
group. Chances are, though, that the
reason for omitting a story is not an
editorial conspiracy against the organ
ization—merely a lack of space.

somehow becomes part of those who
work with it. And so, the MISTIC
will continue to appear, overriding
complaints and handicaps, hoping to
do the best it can to keep the stu
dents of MSC actively informed of
what's happening in their world.

Everyone wants publicity and com
plains when he doesn't get it, yet
very few groups co-operate actively
with the newspaper staff. Letters
will always be written to the editor
complaining of this editorial policy
or that one. Reporters fail to turn
their stories in or are unable to get
them. And there is always the con
stant pressure of the deadline. Yet
despite these rather nerve-wracking
features, it can only be said of the
newspaper process that it is exciting,
that there is a distinct feeling of Mistic Artist Norm Olson
satisfaction when the product is com Richtman employee
plete, that the spirit of the press j makes correction on a

The set lines of type are arranged
in galleys, which are oblong trays the
size of a newspaper page. The stories
are reconstructed onto the galleys,
following the plan of the full-sheet
layout. Blank spaces are left for
pictures and the more complex ads, "THE CHAMP" — This ancient Underwood is the pride and joy of the
which are completed later. The Mistic staff ... of eight typewriters in the office, it is the only one that
galleys are sent to the proof press, really works!
a hand-operated press, where a galley
proof of each page is made. The page
is sent to the proofreaders, who
check it with the original stories to
make sure no errors have occurred in
the printing process^ This duty usually
falls into the hands of Associate
Editor Sharon Sundre and staff
members.
If there are errors (and inevitably
there are), the galley proof, with the
corrections marked, is returned to
the linotype operator. Sometimes
Mistic Associate Editor Sharon Sundre checks over a final page proof
corrections can be made simply, with
at Richtman's, while Editor RogeV Bailey decides on final story placement out upsetting the length of a line;
for page one.
at other times, a whole paragraph,
may have to be reset. \Galley proofs
and corrections continue to be made
until the proofreader is satisfied with
the results.
The staff photographer, Roger
Swenson, spends approximately 15 The Editorial staff for next fall s Mistic confer over story layout and plans
hours per week taking and develop for next year. Pictured left to right, they are Mike Grieve, Sylvia Paine,
ing pictures for the next issue. His Sharon Sundre and Roger Bailey.
photographs and pictures that appear
in advertisements are transferred to
a grained metal plate by photo
graphy. Pictures are "burned" into
the plate, which is then placed on an
offset press. The image on the plate
accepts ink, while the grained surface
remains damp and clean.
Appointments for editorial positions Eight of the abbreviated editions will
on the student newspaper publication be published during the summer.
The process of printing the sheets of Moorhead State College were an
from an offset press, which is able nounced this week.
Business Manager John Stone was
to print two pages at once, follows.
also re-appointed for fall quarter as
The inked illustrations and the type
Mistic Editor Roger Bailey has was Sports Editor Larry Scott.
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impressions comprising each page are been re-appointed to serve as Editor
Other students who have served
transferred to a rubber blanket strap of the weekly newspaper for fall on the staff of the Mistic for the past
ped to a revolving cylinder. The quarter 1965. Bailey succeeded Diane
year and who will hold editorial
rubber blanket, in turn, impresses Disse as editor following fall quarter
positions next fall are Sylvia Paine,
the form on paper. The offset press of 1964.
Mary Malmberg and Mike Grieve.
is capable of turning out 6800 im
Sharon
Sundre
was
re-appointed
to
pressions per hour.
Students interested in serving on
Mistic Advisor Mr. Roger Hamilton checks galleys of copy in "slug" form
her position as Associate Editor and the staffs of the Mistic or Minature
from the linotype. Richtman foreman Herb Daul, who does the page
Much of the editing of the news was also named to edit the Minature Mistic are asked to contact Roger
assembly for the Mistic, is in the background.
is done at the print shop, where Mistic for the 1965 Summer Sessions. Bailey or Sharon Sundre immediately.

Editorial Appointments
Confirmed For Fall Mistic

